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The Invention of Mr. Figuera

When rumors about the invention of our dear friend and wise engineer Mr.
Clemente Figuera appeared, we were its convinced believers, because knowing
Figuera´s character he had not claim for sure an statement of such importance
publicly, unless he were mad, until not being fully convinced that he had made a
discovery of those which performs a great revolution in the industrial world.

We had faith in him from the very beginning, and this was increasing while the
famous engineer was providing us, by means of his notable work, which was
published in these columns, the theories of the invention, keeping, as it is natural,
the secret thereof. It is no longer possible for even the most skeptical, doubt the
invention of Mr. Figuera, because he has just sold , we assume that for high sum of
money, the Spanish patent which were obtained from our government when he
arrived at Madrid. The company, which has bought it, will be well ascertained,
before handing the stipulated capital between that company and the inventor, that
the discovery does not leave any room for the slightest doubt. Here Mr. Figuera´s
telegram which has produced so much satisfaction:

Madrid 15-13 h.

“I have just signed sale deed Spanish patent managing world bankers first union
formation. Congratulations.” FIGUERA.

Many celebrate that a discovery of this nature have been done in the Canary
Islands which should worry to large companies worldwide and even to governments
themselves; We are very satisfied with the patriotism of Mr. Figuera for having
obtained the patent for his invention in Spain, perhaps sacrificing his interests,
because everyone knows how great discoveries are paid in other nations.

Mr. Figuera receives our warmest congratulations that we extend to the
distinguished family of the wise inventor.

(Note: in other newspaper report is written that the sum of money for the patent
was 30 million pesetas (around 230,000 USD (year 1902))
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